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Chapter  8

Improving Pointing in Graphical 
User Interfaces for People with 
Motor Impairments Through 

Ability-Based Design

ABSTRACT

Pointing to targets in graphical user interfaces remains a frequent and fundamental necessity in mod-
ern computing systems. Yet for millions of people with motor impairments, children, and older users, 
pointing—whether with a mouse cursor, a stylus, or a finger on a touch screen—remains a major access 
barrier because of the fine-motor skills required. In a series of projects inspired by and contributing 
to ability-based design, we have reconsidered the nature and assumptions behind pointing, resulting 
in changes to how mouse cursors work, the types of targets used, the way interfaces are designed and 
laid out, and even how input devices are used. The results from these explorations show that people 
with motor difficulties can acquire targets in graphical user interfaces when interfaces are designed to 
better match the abilities of their users. Ability-based design, as both a design philosophy and a design 
approach, provides a route to realizing a future in which people can utilize whatever abilities they have 
to express themselves not only to machines, but to the world.

INTRODUCTION

For many people today, the word “computer” 
is synonymous with a machine that displays a 
graphical user interface: depictions on a screen that 
convey information to a user and enable a user to 
convey information back to a machine. Although 
computers existed for decades prior to graphical 
user interfaces, and although many computers exist 
today without any visual display—for example, 

computers embedded in automotive systems, 
satellites, or home appliances—people’s notions 
of computers are still dominated by graphical 
user interfaces. It seems that wherever users go, 
and on whatever platform users operate, pixels 
arranged mostly in rectangular shapes are there 
to greet them. Most users today even carry at least 
one graphical user interface in their pocket, the 
immensely popular smartphone that has become 
more “computer” than ever it was a “telephone.”

Along with the popularity of graphical user 
interfaces has come the related need for users 
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to point to graphically portrayed objects. An 
early famous example is Ivan Sutherland’s 1963 
Sketchpad, whose direct-pointing approach using a 
light pen has enjoyed a modern rebirth in the form 
of stylus- and finger-based direct-touch devices 
like smartphones (Sutherland, 1963). Douglas 
Engelbart’s 1968 NLS demo first unveiled the 
relative-pointing scheme of the mouse (Engelbart, 
1963), which was adopted by Xerox PARC for use 
with their bitmapped graphical displays of the late 
1970s (Johnson, Roberts, Verplank, Smith, Irby, 
Beard, & Mackey, 1989), and later successfully 
commercialized by the Apple Macintosh in 1984 
(Williams, 1984) and Microsoft Windows 1.0 in 
1985 (Markoff, 1983).

Despite the revolutionary hardware and soft-
ware advances that have driven computer evolu-
tion, a truth has remained: to operate a graphical 
user interface, a user must be able to successfully 
point-and-click on graphical targets rapidly, reli-
ably, and repeatedly. Along with text entry, point-
ing comprises the essential substrate of interactive 
computer use. There is precious little way of 
escaping it, as even command-line aficionados 
must admit. Studies show that depending on the 
tasks being performed, 31-65% of computer users’ 
time is spent using the mouse, and one-third to 
one-half of that time is spent dragging, a com-
plex human motor operation (Johnson, Dropkin, 
Hewes, & Rempel, 1993). More recent studies 
show that mouse usage outweighs keyboard usage 
by three to five times (Chang, Amick, Menendez, 
Katz, Johnson, Robertson, & Dennerlein, 2007; 
Mikkelsen, Vilstrup, Lassen, Kryger, Thomsen, 
& Andersen, 2007). And yet, despite the inescap-
able requirement of pointing, it still represents 
a major obstacle to successful computer use for 
millions of people with motor impairments and 
motor-related difficulties (Riviere & Thakor, 
1996). Any of the three “r” words above can be 
significant challenges:

• Rapidly: Some people with motor impair-
ments can point only extremely slowly, 

which means operating a computer can be 
an excruciating and arduous process.

• Reliably: Some people with motor impair-
ments have a great deal of variation in their 
movements, which means the outcomes of 
their aimed pointing attempts are neither 
consistent nor predictable.

• Repeatedly: Some people with motor im-
pairments fatigue quickly, which means 
repeated use degrades their performance 
before they can accomplish their tasks.

At its most basic, pointing on a graphical 
display results in indicating a one-pixel island 
in an ocean of surrounding pixels. In practice, 
that single pixel usually belongs to a group of 
pixels comprising a user interface object of some 
kind—a button, hyperlink, menu item, scrollbar, 
or similar. Placing an indicator—whether a mouse 
cursor, stylus, or finger—inside a small screen 
area and doing so rapidly, reliably, and repeatedly 
requires an abundance of motor skills (Sutter & 
Ziefle, 2005). These skills include the ability to 
grip a device or position the hand, the ability to 
exert controlled force, and the ability to make 
fine submovement corrections during the final 
phases of target acquisition (Meyer, Abrams, 
Kornblum, Wright, & Smith, 1988; Meyer, Smith, 
Kornblum, Abrams, & Wright, 1990). Pointing 
requires both gross and fine motor control. About 
half of all users point with a mouse by lifting and 
suspending the arm; the other half point primarily 
using their wrists and fingers (Balakrishnan & 
MacKenzie, 1997; Johnson et al., 1993). When 
pointing, a user’s psychomotor system must be 
able to receive ongoing visual feedback and 
couple that visual feedback to proprioceptive and 
kinesthetic feedback to rapidly issue and execute 
accurate movements (Crossman & Goodeve, 1963, 
1983). It is no surprise, given the complex human 
perceptual-motor systems involved, that pointing 
can be difficult for a variety of reasons.

Problems that compromise pointing may be 
neurological, perceptual, muscular, skeletal, or 
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combinations thereof (Sears, Young, & Feng, 
2008). Some motor impairments result in the in-
ability to make fast movements, but permit slow 
accurate movements, such as for some forms of 
muscular dystrophy or spinal cord injury. Other 
motor impairments cause spasms, resulting in 
fast movements without the ability to make fine 
submovement corrections, such as for some people 
with cerebral palsy. Other motor impairments 
may take the form of an unrelenting baseline 
essential tremor, causing the hands to shake, or 
repetitive stress injury, causing pain or stiffness 
in the wrists. Inflammation and joint stiffness due 
to arthritis may be the most prevalent source of 
motor impairment, affecting, in the U.S. alone, 
49.9 million people (Cheng, Hootman, Murphy, 
Langmaid, & Helmick, 2010). Even being young 
or old can cause the perceptual-motor system to 
perform worse than in other phases of life. Ad-
ditional manifestations of motor impairment can 
include rapid fatigue, poor coordination, low 
strength, slow reaction time, difficulty gripping, 
difficulty holding, lack of sensation, and difficulty 
controlling movement direction or distance. As a 
country’s population ages, the prevalence of these 
symptoms only increases. At the same time, the 
importance of computer access in people’s lives 
also increases, as individuals with motor impair-
ments look to computers as important sources 
of information, communication, employment, 
and entertainment (Muller, Wharton, McIver, & 
Laux, 1997). Given the ubiquity of pointing and 
the barrier to access it poses for many people with 
motor impairments, the need to make pointing 
more accessible is paramount. Figure 1 shows 

some of the motor-impaired hand postures utilized 
for pointing that we have observed in our studies.

The approach taken in the work reported in 
this chapter1 is to improve pointing for people 
with motor impairments through ability-based 
design (Wobbrock, Kane, Gajos, Harada, & Froe-
hlich, 2011a), which seeks to create accessible 
technologies by focusing on what users can do 
(Chickowski, 2004), as opposed to focusing on 
“dis-abilities,” or what users cannot do, and by 
allowing users, not systems, to dictate the abilities 
necessary for system operation. A primary tenet 
of ability-based design is to “leave users as they 
are,” meaning that designers look to change sys-
tems to accommodate users, not the other way 
around. Ability-based design, explained in more 
detail in the next section, is both a design phi-
losophy and a design approach, refined and in-
formed in part by the projects described in this 
chapter.

In seeking to leverage users’ abilities, we have 
created multiple software solutions that improve 
pointing for people with motor impairments by 
changing the following fundamental aspects of 
interactive computing systems:

• The mouse cursor.
• The target types.
• The interface design.
• The input device.

The objectives of this chapter are: (1) to de-
scribe ability-based design, (2) to give an over-
view of pointing facilitation for users with motor 
impairments, and (3) to describe our own projects 

Figure 1. Hand postures utilized with commodity input devices by some people with motor impairments
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in motor-impaired pointing facilitation, and by so 
doing, illustrate ability-based design in action. 
Researchers may learn new ways of thinking about 
accessibility and accessible design. Practitioners 
may gain exposure to a new design philosophy and 
design approach, becoming aware of the results it 
produces and motivating its adoption in practice. 
Students may gain familiarity with pointing fa-
cilitation generally, and our ability-based design 
approach to pointing facilitation specifically. Be-
fore describing our projects, some background on 
ability-based design and on research in accessible 
pointing facilitation is in order. We take each of 
these topics in turn.

OVERVIEW OF ABILITY-
BASED DESIGN

Ability-based design is both a design philosophy 
and a design approach (Wobbrock et al., 2011a). 
Philosophically, ability-based design resists the 
“assistive,” “rehabilitative,” “functional-restor-
ative,” and so-called “universal” and “for-all” 
approaches to accessible design, favoring instead 
the notion that all people, at any point in time, in 
any given environment, have certain exercisable 
abilities that should be expressible through tech-
nology, and that ideally, this technology should be 
aware of and responsive to the specific abilities of 
its users. Although this ideal may be unachievable 
in general, striving for it promotes a different set of 
priorities than striving to “assist” a deficient user, 
striving to “replace” or “restore” lost function, or 
striving to produce designs that simultaneously 
accommodate vast swaths of hypothetical users. 
Certainly, the “universal” approaches have many 
successes, but computing technologies are quite 
unlike the built environments that instigated their 
inception (Bowe, 1987). Unlike buildings, stair-
ways, sidewalks, and canes, computers can sense 
users’ behavior, measure and model it, compare 
it to histories or others’ behavior, and adapt to it 
or suggest a useful set of adaptations (Hwang, 

Keates, Langdon, Clarkson, & Robinson, 2001). 
The capabilities of computing open the door to 
something greater than assistive technology or 
design-for-all. They open the door to “the univer-
sal application of design-for-one” (Harper, 2007; 
Ringbauer, Peissner, & Gemou, 2007; Wobbrock 
et al., 2011a).

As a design approach, ability-based design es-
pouses principles that attempt to shift the focus of 
a system designer or builder. Just as user-centered 
design shifted the focus from systems to users 
(Gould & Lewis, 1985), ability-based design at-
tempts to shift the focus from disability to ability, 
the positive affirmation that all living humans have 
abilities and discovering and exploiting these abili-
ties instead of attempting to “restore” lost abilities, 
or “assist” people in satisfying the demands of 
oblivious systems, must be our priority. Ability-
based design also affirms that users want to feel 
and be perceived as capable, not disabled, and make 
sovereign choices based on their desires (Bowe, 
1988; McCuaig & Frank, 1991). Therefore, the 
more aware designers, engineers, and systems can 
be of users’ abilities, the greater the chances for a 
successful match between a system’s operational 
demands and what users can do.

Ability-based design grew out of ability-based 
user interfaces (Gajos, Wobbrock, & Weld, 2007, 
2008, 2010), which are sophisticated examples of 
how adaptivity can be used to improve interfaces 
for people with motor impairments. Whereas abili-
ty-based user interfaces are artifacts, ability-based 
design expands its purview beyond artifacts to the 
design philosophy and design approach, including 
the designer’s stance, users’ contexts, and certain 
value assertions. Although deep adaptivity like the 
kind employed by ability-based user interfaces is 
extremely useful for realizing ability-based design, 
adaptation is only part of a larger vision. Ability-
based design can be upheld in the design process 
by retaining a clear focus on a user’s abilities, on 
how those abilities are expressed, and on how 
those abilities change with context and time. Using 
an ability-based design approach, therapists may 
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make numerous performance measurements with 
computational support to find not only the most 
appropriate intervention but the best way to change 
the system to suit the user. An ability-based stance 
does not allow available hardware or software to 
dictate the prescribed intervention, but allows 
what people can do to dictate what interventions 
must be procured or created.

Ability-based design also considers changes to 
ability, which can be spurred by fatigue, medica-
tion, disease progression, boredom, environment, 
or context. In a future world where sensors are 
spread throughout environments and data from 
human activity is widely available, it is conceiv-
able that a person’s abilities could be tracked 
over time, insofar as that person permits. Human 
performance measurement is an important feature 
of ability-based design, one that is highly relevant 
to accessible pointing because of pointing’s ob-
servable, quantifiable nature.

Ability-based design is open to the whole 
range of human ability, including the high end 
of the ability spectrum. An ability-based design 
process should just as readily result in solutions 
for high-functioning individuals to utilize their 
extraordinary mental, perceptual, or physical 
abilities as it does for low-functioning individu-
als. To date, the focus of ability-based design has 
been on achieving accessible systems for people 
with disabilities, but there is nothing inherent in 
ability-based design that prevents its use for high-
functioning individuals as well.

Situational Impairments

Also relevant to ability-based design are the ways in 
which abilities can be compromised by situational 
and environmental factors, factors that induce situ-
ational impairments (Sears, Lin, Jacko, & Xiao, 
2003; Sears et al., 2008). Situational impairments 
may affect otherwise able-bodied users who are 
out in the world, moving through space, subject 
to ambient inputs like light, forces, and noise, and 
obligated to flit their attentional resources rapidly 

among multiple stimuli. Situational impairments 
are partly why automobile drivers writing text mes-
sages are prone to crashing, or why people walking 
while texting may overstep the curb into a busy 
street. With the ubiquity of mobile devices, gone 
are the days when one can assume a “computer 
user” means without exception someone sitting in a 
temperature-controlled indoor environment with a 
large screen, ample lighting, a stable desk surface, 
and no distractions. Today, a “computer user” is 
just as likely, or even more likely, to be holding a 
palm-sized touch screen, walking outdoors, tap-
ping small virtual keys, avoiding obstacles, and 
thinking about a text message while rushing to a 
meeting. A host of situational impairments may 
impact a person’s ability to interact: vibration, 
divided attention, distraction, diverted gaze, device 
out-of-sight, intervening objects, body motion, 
vehicle motion, uneven terrain, physical obstacles, 
awkward postures or grips, occupied hands, cold 
temperatures, impeding clothing (e.g., gloves), 
encumbering baggage, rainwater, light levels (e.g., 
darkness, glare), ambient noise, social interactions 
(e.g., interruptions), stress, fatigue, haste, or even 
intoxication (Goel, Findlater, & Wobbrock, 2012; 
Kane, Wobbrock, & Smith, 2008). There are un-
doubtedly more. Figure 2 depicts some scenarios 
where situational impairments occur.

Ability-based design places emphasis on 
abilities exercisable in a given context, and there-
fore considers the ways in which context impairs 
performance. Most graphical user interfaces, 
whether desktop or mobile, are designed with 
implicit assumptions that users’ contexts are 
static and unimpairing, permitting the accurate 
selection of targets, the rapid entry of text, and 
the perceptibility of tiny on-screen indicators. But 
of course, these assumptions are not valid for 
anything but the most “serene” desktop conditions, 
meaning that as situational factors become more 
detrimental, these assumptions, and the inter-
faces reliant on them, become more problematic. 
Imagine a soldier on a battlefield dressed in heavy 
gear stuck in the mud with deafening explosions 
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surrounding him trying to compose a text message 
while wearing thick combat gloves (Newell, 1995); 
or a spacewalking astronaut trying to do the same 
while in zero-gravity. These examples are extreme, 
but they illustrate an important point: The innate 
abilities of soldiers and astronauts are impressive, 
but what matters for accessibility is what these 
soldiers and astronauts can do in their environ-
ments; innate abilities are, in a sense, irrelevant. 
The same is true for less extreme examples, like 
making song lists on mobile music players more 
readable while walking (Kane et al., 2008), or 
making touch screen keyboards more accurate 
while walking (Goel et al., 2012), both projects 
we have pursued. A recent intellectual descendant 
of ability-based design called “personalized dy-
namic accessibility” has made mobile context a 
key feature in its argument for personalized adap-
tive interfaces (Gajos, Hurst, & Findlater, 2012).

Ability to Procure Technology

As with most approaches to accessibility, an im-
portant aspect of ability-based design is to reduce 
barriers to access, and chief among such barriers 
is cost (Fichten, Barile, Asuncion, & Fossey, 2000; 

LaPlante, Hendershot, & Moss, 1992). The prices 
of specialized interventions created specifically 
for people with disabilities can be significantly 
higher than the prices of mass-market technolo-
gies due to smaller production runs and higher 
certification costs (Bowe, 1995). And specialized 
devices are more likely to be abandoned due to 
their higher complexity, configuration, and main-
tenance needs than simpler, cheaper, more-easily-
replaced devices (Dawe, 2005, 2006; Koester, 
2003; Phillips & Zhao, 1993; Riemer-Reiss & 
Wacker, 2000). As a result, studies show that of 
people indicating a need for adaptations, fewer 
than 60% of people actually utilize them (Fichten 
et al., 2000). Ability-based design therefore insists 
on another set of abilities, namely the ability to 
procure technology, the ability to configure and 
maintain it, and the ability to replace it if it is lost 
or broken. Thus, ability-based design is about the 
holistic abilities of the user, including their ability 
to procure technology, not just their sensory or 
motor abilities.

Instead of high-end specialized devices, ev-
eryday input devices like mice, touchpads, and 
trackballs are widely used by people with motor 
impairments due to these devices’ availability, 

Figure 2. Situational impairments may take many forms and derive from many sources, but all affect 
people’s ability to interact successfully with computers
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convenience, low cost, simplicity, lack of neces-
sary maintenance, and reduced or eliminated social 
stigma (Bowe, 1995; Casali, 1992; Enders, 1995; 
Gitlin, 1995; Vance, 2009). Everyday input devices 
are a form of transparent equipment in that they 
do not call attention to a user’s disability status 
(McCuaig & Frank, 1991), which enables the user 
to retain greater sovereignty over when, how, and 
to whom their disability status is revealed (Bispo & 
Branco, 2009). Another benefit of software-based 
accessibility solutions designed for everyday input 
devices is that such solutions can be downloaded 
from the web without having to procure custom 
hardware. Utilizing everyday input devices, and 
transparent equipment in general, is therefore 
the approach favored by ability-based design and 
adopted in this work.

Principles of Ability-Based Design

The principles of ability based design shown in 
Table 1 capture the foregoing rationale to aid 
researchers and practitioners in thinking through 
possibilities and maintaining an ability-centered 
perspective. Importantly, these principles are not 

rules, but guidelines; only the first two are required 
to claim an ability-based design approach has 
been undertaken.

Comparison to Assistive Technology

It is useful to briefly contrast ability-based design 
with two predominant approaches to achieving 
accessible design: assistive technology and uni-
versal design. Traditionally, the field of assistive 
technology, as its name suggests, has “assisted” 
people to function in ways compatible with the 
built environment: buildings, vehicles, roads, 
and so on (Cook & Hussey, 2002; Vanderheiden, 
1998). The approach is to augment, supplement, 
or alter humans to make them amenable to these 
built environments, or to augment, supplement, 
or alter the built environment to provide access 
for people with special needs. A wheelchair may 
assist a human to move, and a metal wheelchair 
ramp may sit atop a cement staircase to provide 
building access for wheelchairs. The wheelchair 
and the ramp work together to assist people to enter 
a building in a way that might be termed “separate 

Table 1. The principles of ability-based design. The principles remain unchanged, but their descriptions 
have been updated from their first publication (Wobbrock et al., 2011a). Not all principles must be upheld 
for a design to be ability-based. Only the first two principles are strictly required. 

Principle Description

Stance

1. Ability Designers will focus on users’ abilities, not dis-abilities, striving to leverage all that users can do 
in a given situation, context, or environment.

2. Accountability Designers will respond to poor performance by changing systems, not users, leaving users as 
they are.

Interface
3. Adaptation Interfaces may be adaptive or adaptable to provide the best possible match to users’ abilities.

4. Transparency Interfaces may give users awareness of adaptive behaviors and what governs them, and the 
means to inspect, override, discard, revert, store, retrieve, preview, alter, or test those behaviors.

System

5. Performance Systems may monitor, measure, model, display, predict, or otherwise utilize users’ performance 
to provide the best possible match between systems and users’ abilities.

6. Context Systems may sense, measure, model, portray, or otherwise utilize context, situation, or environ-
ment to anticipate and accommodate effects on users’ abilities.

7. Commodity Systems may comprise low-cost, inexpensive, readily available commodity software, hardware, 
or other materials that users have the ability to procure.
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but equal” (Hazard, 2008) from the mainstream 
method, i.e., the cement stairs.

In computing, assistive technologies are often 
interventions that “sit between” users and systems 
to make users able to produce the inputs systems 
require, or to receive the outputs systems produce, 
all while systems remain oblivious to the abilities 
of their users (Bowe, 1987). For example, if a per-
son without use of his hands holds a pencil in his 
mouth as a cheap aid for typing on a keyboard, the 
pencil can be said to “assist” this person to type. 
The contortion this person endures is to “appear a 
typist” to the computer, whose keyboard requires 
the striking of small physical keys with certain 
force. The pencil sits between the user and the 
system and is neither part of the user nor part of 
the system; it must be procured separately from 
the system. The system knows neither that text is 
being entered using a pencil held in the mouth, 
nor that the human user cannot use his hands. The 
user has done all the work to conform himself to 
the demands of the system.

By contrast, an ability-based design approach 
asks what this specific user can do—speak? hum? 
turn his head? move her foot? blink? —and try 
to leverage that. Ideally, the system itself would 
be an ability-based one, able to accommodate a 
wide range of human abilities and not require that 
text be entered via a keyboard at all. Adaptations 
would be offered by the system and not have to 
be separately procured by the user. The system 
would do the work to sense, model, and adapt or 
suggest adaptations based on the specific observed 
abilities of the user (Hwang et al., 2001; Keates, 
Clarkson, & Robinson, 2000; Keates, Langdon, 
Clarkson, & Robinson, 2002).

Even the pencil scenario could be made more 
ability-based if the system were to observe and 
model the key-down and key-up times produced 
by the user, and accommodate by making adapta-
tions such as setting the debounce time, key-repeat 
time, Sticky Keys, and so on (Koester, LoPresti, & 
Simpson, 2007; Trewin & Pain, 1997). Although 
this design still leaves room for improvement, it 

begins to take on the characteristics of an ability-
based design.

Although technologies can be conceived that 
seemingly blur the distinction between assistive 
technology and ability-based design, the distinc-
tion lies less in the technologies themselves and 
more in the approaches of designers working 
from an ability-based stance or something else. 
Ability-based design attempts to shift the focus 
from “people needing assistance” to “empower-
ing people to utilize their abilities to the greatest 
effect.” The technology employed may indeed 
“assist” its user, but such a view places agency 
on the wrong party. Rather than a technology 
assisting its user, the user is exercising his or her 
abilities through the technology. The technol-
ogy is not remedying something missing, but is 
providing expression for abilities already present. 
In this way, the stance assumed by ability-based 
design differs sharply from that found in traditional 
assistive technology. That said, if a technology-
based distinction is to be found, it usually lies in 
ability-based designs having more awareness of 
their users than conventional assistive technolo-
gies, which are often completely unaware—but 
this distinction is not a required one.

Comparison to the 
“Universal” Approaches

With universal design (Mace, Hardie, & Place, 
1991; Steinfeld, 1994; Story, 1998), universal 
usability (Meiselwitz, Wentz, & Lazar, 2009; 
Shneiderman, 2000; Vanderheiden, 2000), design-
for-all (Keates & Clarkson, 1999; Stary, 1997; 
Stephanidis, 2001), inclusive design (Keates, 
Clarkson, Harrison, & Robinson, 2000; Keates 
& Clarkson, 2003; Newell & Gregor, 2000), and 
related approaches (Newell, 1995; Pullin & New-
ell, 2007), the goal is generally to create designs 
that are usable by as many people as possible 
without much, if any, alteration or personaliza-
tion. Universal design, the best known and most 
celebrated of these, comes from architecture. 
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Resisting the “separate but equal” outcomes of 
assistive technology, universal design seeks to 
make products and environments usable by as 
many people as possible. Instead of metal ramps 
overlaying concrete steps, a gradual concrete slope 
usable by wheelchairs and walkers alike would be 
preferred under universal design.

In computing, the so-called “universal” ap-
proaches often focus on anticipating and avoiding 
the unwitting creation of barriers to access. For 
example, the World Wide Web has been a testing 
ground for universal design, and recommendations 
such as the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 
(WCAG) have relied on universal design to formu-
late their principles. The four WCAG 2.0 design 
guidelines for web accessibility2 are perceivable, 
operable, understandable, and robust, the first 
three of which are among the seven principles of 
universal design, albeit under slightly different 
names (Connell, Jones, Mace, Mueller, Mullick, 
Ostroff, Sanford, Steinfeld, Story, & Vanderhe-
iden, 1997). Although these guidelines are im-
portant, they may require web designers to think 
of “everyone” generally and try, as best they can, 
to anticipate design decisions that may exclude. 
Designing defensively in this way is difficult, as 
there are possibly infinite things not to do.

By contrast, an ability-based design approach 
thinks less about what hypothetical people possi-
bly can’t do, and instead focuses on what a target 
user or users can do. It would make options for a 
wide range of adaptations including color, layout, 
widget size, and so on; it would include logic to 
observe user difficulties, such as in clicking, typ-
ing, or scrolling; and it would either recommend 
adaptations or automatically adapt itself based 
on users’ observed behavior. Of course, to cre-
ate such infrastructure would be unrealistic for 
every web designer, but web browsers themselves 
could incorporate such features. Even operating 
systems could, one day, support these features for 
all applications running on them. It may be argued 
that achieving all of this would be tantamount to 
achieving universal design, but a crucial distinc-

tion is that ability-based design would do so by 
focusing on affirmative abilities, whereas universal 
design, in trying to anticipate and avoid potential 
access barriers, would focus on potential dis-
abilities. Although barrier-avoidance is essential, 
barrier-avoidance in ability-based design occurs 
as a byproduct of focusing on abilities. As it was 
observed twenty-five years ago: “When society 
makes a commitment to making new technologies 
accessible to everyone, the focus will no longer be 
on what people cannot do, but rather on what skills 
and interests they bring to their work.” (Bowe, 
1987). Such is the aim of ability-based design.

PRIOR WORK ON 
ACCESSIBLE POINTING

Pointing-and-clicking has long been recognized 
as a barrier to computer access, spurring research 
investigations for as long as graphical user inter-
faces have been commonplace. There is a large 
body of work on pointing facilitation techniques 
in general, although most of this work has not 
been directed towards people with disabilities, 
children, or older adults. For a general review of 
pointing facilitation techniques, the reader is di-
rected to a prior survey (Balakrishnan, 2004). Our 
review here mainly considers techniques intended 
for improving computer access for people whose 
motor abilities are challenged. Some of our own 
projects are placed in context in this review, but 
their full treatments are left for the next section.

Area Cursors

One pointing facilitation technique that has re-
ceived considerable attention is the area cursor 
(Kabbash & Buxton, 1995). With the conventional 
point cursor—the familiar little arrow—a single 
pixel defines the hot-spot at its tip. Area cursors, 
by contrast, are often square or circular, and have 
entire regions that are “hot,” that is, capable of 
selecting targets. The result is that targets are easier 
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to acquire because area cursors are more forgiv-
ing than point cursors, demanding less accuracy 
(Worden, Walker, Bharat, & Hudson, 1997). A 
downside of conventional area cursors is that they 
may overlap multiple targets at once, resulting in 
ambiguity that must be resolved (Mankoff, Hud-
son, & Abowd, 2000). Conventionally, in the case 
of overlapping targets, area cursors degenerate to 
point cursors at their center, often depicted with 
a crosshairs.

There have been numerous iterations on the 
area cursor. The fastest general-audience cursor 
is the Bubble Cursor, a circular area cursor that 
dynamically expands and contracts its radius 
such that the target nearest to the cursor’s center 
is always contained within the cursor’s dynamic 
bounds (Grossman & Balakrishnan, 2005). Such 
an approach requires the Bubble Cursor to be 
fully target-aware, meaning that the locations, 
dimensions, and enabled/disabled states of all 
visible targets must be knowable at all times by 
the cursor. In practice, producing such information 
for target-awareness in commercial systems is a 
considerable practical and theoretical challenge; 
it was accomplished on Windows systems only 
recently by using pixel-based reverse engineer-
ing to create the first deployable Bubble Cursor 
(Dixon, Fogarty, & Wobbrock, 2012). Nonethe-
less, a limitation of the Bubble Cursor is that 
it can only point to objects (Guiard, Blanch & 
Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004), not arbitrary screen 
coordinates (i.e., pixels), a limitation remedied by 
DynaSpot, a cursor that resizes its radius based on 
its velocity (Chapuis, Labrune, & Pietriga, 2009). 
After coming to a stop, DynaSpot progressively 
shrinks to a point cursor capable of selecting arbi-
trary screen coordinates. In a formal comparison, 
there was no detectable speed difference between 
the Bubble Cursor and DynaSpot. Figure 3 shows 
some area cursors.

Neither the Bubble Cursor nor DynaSpot were 
initially evaluated for people with motor impair-
ments. In our own subsequent evaluations, the 
Bubble Cursor was found to perform poorly in 

the case of small, densely-packed targets (Find-
later, Jansen, Shinohara, Dixon, Kamb, Rakita, 
& Wobbrock, 2010). Such targets cause the 
Bubble Cursor to degrade, ultimately all the way 
to a point cursor, e.g., in the case when moving 
over a paint canvas in which every pixel is a target. 
To remedy this limitation, we created a set of four 
enhanced area cursors (Findlater et al., 2010), 
described in the next section. Briefly, two of these 
cursors turned overlapping targets into crossing 
goals, and the other two cursors magnified over-
lapping targets in motor-space or in visual-and-
motor-space. Results generally showed fewer 
submovement corrections and reduced error rates 
for small targets using our enhanced area cursors. 
In the case of the most densely-packed targets, 
two of the cursors were also significantly faster 
than the Bubble Cursor.

Automatic Control-Display 
Gain Adjustment

The previous subsection referred to “motor-space” 
and “visual-space.” The former refers to the space 
in which a physical mouse moves across a physical 
desk (or equivalently, the space in which a physical 
trackball rotates, or the space in which a physical 
finger moves across a touchpad). Motor-space 
may be measured in millimeters. For example, a 
user may slide his mouse 100 mm and do so in 
5 seconds, resulting in an average motor-space 

Figure 3. Area cursors have been explored to 
make pointing easier: (a) square area cursor, 
(b) circular area cursor overlapping two targets, 
(c) the dynamic area cursor known as the Bubble 
Cursor (Grossman & Balakrishnan, 2005)
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velocity of 20 mm/s. Knowing this, however, 
tells one very little of the cursor movement that 
results on the computer screen, which occurs in 
visual-space and is governed by a transfer func-
tion (Hinckley, 2008). The transfer function takes 
as input a physical movement in motor-space and 
produces a corresponding cursor movement in 
visual-space. These two spaces and the transfer 
function that relates them have provided ample 
opportunity for improving pointing for people 
with disabilities.

Customarily, mice, trackballs, and touchpads 
are used as relative pointing devices, meaning 
a physical movement in motor-space produces 
a relative cursor movement in visual-space. By 
contrast, a touch screen involves absolute pointing, 
as the motor-space and visual-space are coupled, 
and the user’s physical fingertip (or pen-tip) serves 
as the “cursor” moving through the unified visual-
and-motor-space. Now, indeed there have been 
explorations into using cursors on touch screens 
to make relative pointing possible (Albinsson & 
Zhai, 2003; Benko, Wilson, & Baudisch, 2006; 
Potter, Weldon, & Shneiderman, 1988; Vogel & 
Baudisch, 2007). Also, it is not uncommon to 
have touchpads or touch-tablets behave in abso-
lute pointing mode (Arnaut & Greenstein, 1986; 
Buxton, Hill, & Rowley, 1985; Buxton & Myers, 
1986; Sears & Shneiderman, 1991). In fact, even 
trackballs can be made to operate in a “nearly 
absolute” manner (Wobbrock & Myers, 2006). 
But despite these variations, we focus here on 
accessibility improvements to relative pointing, 
for which the majority of techniques have been 
invented.

In relative pointing, the ratio of movement in 
visual-space to movement in motor-space is called 
the control-display gain, or C-D gain (MacK-
enzie & Riddersma, 1994). Its inverse is called 
the control-display ratio, or C-D ratio (Blanch, 
Guiard, & Beaudouin-Lafon, 2004). Gain and 
ratio are mathematically equivalent; therefore, we 
will employ the former. Most modern operating 
systems allow the user to manually set the control-

display gain.3 Unfortunately, uniform changes to 
C-D gain do not provide much of a human per-
formance benefit. A uniformly low gain makes 
targets effectively bigger in motor-space, but also 
pushes them farther apart by the same proportion. 
A uniformly high gain has the opposite effect, 
producing targets that are closer but smaller by 
the same proportion. In terms of the famous model 
of aimed pointing performance known as Fitts’ 
law (Fitts, 1954; MacKenzie, 1992), such uniform 
changes make no difference to overall pointing 
time. Therefore, any performance improvement 
from C-D gain adjustment must be non-uniform 
in its application of gain-change. Such automatic 
approaches to adjusting the C-D gain have been 
explored with the intention of making targets 
bigger in motor-space when the cursor is near or 
inside those targets, and closer together when the 
cursor is moving between targets.

Conventional pointer acceleration has been 
implemented in commercial systems for decades 
and has been studied carefully (Casiez, Vogel, 
Balakrishnan, & Cockburn, 2008). The rationale 
is simple enough: when the input device moves 
slowly, the C-D gain is kept low, thus making fine 
cursor movements easier to produce, and making 
small targets easier to acquire. But when the input 
device moves quickly, the C-D gain is increased 
such that distances otherwise requiring substantial 
physical movement are made possible with less 
effort. An important feature of pointer accelera-
tion is that it is target-agnostic (Wobbrock et al., 
2009)—no information about targets is neces-
sary for its implementation. Pointer acceleration 
may make pointing easier for people with motor 
impairments by making small targets easier to 
acquire, and by reducing the amount of physical 
motion required to reach distant targets. Figure 4 
illustrates transfer functions and the relationship 
between visual-space and motor-space.

The Input Device Agent (IDA), a project up-
holding many principles of ability-based design, 
attempts to discover the optimal C-D gain for 
people with motor impairments (Koester, LoPres-
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ti, & Simpson, 2005). The IDA administers a small 
battery of pointing trials and, based on perfor-
mance comparisons, tries to recommend an opti-
mal setting. Unfortunately, in an evaluation, the 
IDA-recommended settings did not ultimately 
perform better (or worse) than the Windows default 
C-D gain, perhaps because the effect of C-D gain 
on pointing was simply not sufficiently pro-
nounced for the 12 participants tested. It is unclear 
whether for participants with more severe dis-
abilities the results would be different. In any case, 
creating systems to observe users’ performance 
and either make or recommend settings is a pow-
erful approach, one encouraged by ability-based 
design.

More benefit has been found for sticky icons, 
which are targets that reduce C-D gain when the 
cursor moves inside them, giving a feeling of sticki-
ness (Worden et al., 1997). To prevent unwanted 
targets from trapping the cursor as it passes over 
them, researchers have allowed stickiness to take 
effect only after the cursor has passed below a 
certain velocity threshold (Rodgers, Mandryk & 
Inkpen, 2006; Worden et al., 1997). At this point, 
the sticky icons technique becomes a target-aware 
technique because the cursor must know at all 
times whether or not it is within a target. For older 
adults, results have shown that sticky icons reduce 
target acquisition times for the smallest targets. 

Others have found benefits of sticky icons even 
when evaluating them for people without motor 
difficulties (Blanch et al., 2004; Cockburn & Firth, 
2003; Keyson, 1997; Mandryk & Gutwin, 2008).

Related to sticky icons, which are made big-
ger in motor-space only, are expanding targets, 
which are made bigger in visual-and-motor-
space4 (Cockburn & Firth, 2003; McGuffin & 
Balakrishnan, 2002; McGuffin & Balakrishnan, 
2005; Zhai, Conversy, Beaudouin-Lafon, & 
Guiard, 2003). Studies show that even when an 
intended target does not expand until the mouse 
cursor has traversed 90% of its required distance, 
performance still improves because 40%-55% of 
a pointing movement’s time is spent in the last 
10% of its distance. To date, expanding targets 
have not been employed for people with motor 
impairments, but if they can be made practical for 
real-world use, they may improve interface acces-
sibility. A significant challenge in implementing 
expanding targets, besides target-awareness, is 
discerning which targets to expand, a concern 
not addressed in prior work. Target-prediction 
or endpoint-prediction may be necessary to fully 
realize expanding targets in everyday systems 
(Asano, Sharlin, Kitamura, Takashima, & Kishino, 
2005; Lane, Peres, Sandor, & Napier, 2005; Lank, 
Cheng, & Ruiz, 2007; Murata, 1998; Ziebart, Dey, 
& Bagnell, 2012).

Figure 4. Transfer functions, visual-space, and motor-space: (a) low constant gain, (b) high constant 
gain, (c) low variable gain with pointer acceleration, (d) high variable gain with pointer acceleration, 
(e) motor-space for high gain, and (f) motor-space for low-gain
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Like older adults and people with motor im-
pairments, young children (ages 4-5) also have 
difficulty pointing with a mouse, especially as they 
near targets and try to stay within them (Hourcade, 
Bederson, Druin, & Guimbretière, 2004; Hour-
cade, 2006). PointAssist attempts to remedy this 
situation by observing when a child’s pointing 
submovements become consecutively short and 
slow, and then reducing the C-D gain to magnify 
motor-space (Hourcade, Perry, & Sharma, 2008). 
PointAssist works in a target-agnostic fashion 
because it only examines pointing submovements, 
which are identifiable as the peaks in a movement’s 
velocity profile (see Figure 5). PointAssist does not 
require knowledge of target locations, dimensions, 
or other properties. Excessive submovements have 
been noted as indicative of pointing problems in 
a number of studies, so using them as a signal to 
trigger an automatic accommodation is a power-
ful ability-based approach (Findlater et al., 2010; 
Hourcade, 2006; Hwang, Keates, Langdon, & 
Clarkson, 2004; Ketcham, Seidler, Van Gemmert, 
& Stelmach, 2002; Walker, Philbin, & Fisk, 1997; 
Wobbrock & Gajos, 2008). Besides being useful to 
children, PointAssist was also found to help older 
adults point with greater accuracy (Hourcade, 

Nguyen, Perry, & Denburg, 2010). Most recently, 
PointAssist has been found to improve pointing 
performance for people with motor impairments 
as well (Salivia & Hourcade, 2013).

Related to PointAssist is our own Angle Mouse, 
which looks at the “spread” of angles created 
during a movement (Wobbrock et al., 2009). These 
angles represent the mouse cursor’s movement 
direction, sampled periodically as the cursor 
moves. During the initial stages of an aimed point-
ing movement, even users with motor impairments 
often produce enough force to drive the mouse 
cursor in a fairly straight line, causing little spread 
in the angles created. But as users near targets 
and try to maneuver the cursor inside them, their 
angles diverge, often drastically. This divergence 
is measured, and the C-D gain is dropped accord-
ingly, magnifying motor-space. The Angle Mouse 
is described in the next section.

Gravity, Forces, and Haptics

Related to C-D gain are gravity wells, also some-
times called force fields, which dynamically 
affect cursor position by pulling the mouse cur-
sor into nearby targets. These techniques can be 

Figure 5. (a) A classic aimed pointing movement containing three submovements. (b) A challenged aimed 
pointing movement containing seven submovements. Submovements can be seen as peaks in the smoothed 
velocity profiles. Note that most of the time taken occurs after the initial ballistic phase
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implemented in software alone as pseudo-haptic 
techniques (Ahlström, Hitz, & Leitner, 2006; 
Hurst, Mankoff, Dey, & Hudson, 2007; Lécuyer, 
Coquillart, Kheddar, Richard, & Coiffet, 2000; 
Lécuyer, Burkhardt, & Etienne, 2004), or in com-
bination with specialized haptic input devices such 
as haptic mice (Akamatsu & Sato, 1994; Akamatsu 
& MacKenzie, 1996; Dennerlein, 2001; Münch 
& Dillmann, 1997) or haptic trackballs (Engel, 
Goossens, & Haakma, 1994; Keuning, Monné, 
IJsselsteijn, & Houtsma, 2005; Keyson, 1997), 
input devices that provide tactile sensations to 
users by way of physical actuators.

Gravity wells and force fields may be “passive,” 
such that they amplify motion already underway 
provided that motion occurs near or towards a 
target. Alternatively, gravity wells and force fields 
may be “active,” such that they pull even an oth-
erwise stationary cursor into targets. An extreme 
form of a gravity well is snapping, common in 
many drawing programs, for which an object be-
ing dragged by the cursor (e.g., the endpoint of 
a line segment) jumps to attach itself to a handle 
as it draws near a target (Bier & Stone, 1986; 
Feiner, Nagy, & Van Dam, 1981; Hudson, 1990; 
Sutherland, 1963). Such behavior can be thought 
of as an “instantaneous active gravity well.” The 
chief drawback of traditional snapping—making 
certain screen coordinates inaccessible—was 
remedied by using increased motor-space at the 
snap location, that is, turning it into a sticky icon 
(Baudisch, Cutrell, Hinckley, & Eversole, 2005).

Although there has been substantial work 
in the use of haptic input devices for gaming, 
telesurgery, and robotics, haptic input devices 
have been explored less thoroughly for aiding 
people with motor impairments. Work specifically 
investigating the use of haptic input devices for 
people with motor impairments has shown that 
force-feedback mice, in combination with gravity 
wells around targets, can substantially reduce both 
target acquisition time and error rate, even in the 
presence of multiple targets that serve as “distrac-
tors” (Holbert & Huber, 2008; Hwang, Keates, 

Langdon, & Clarkson, 2003; Keates, Langdon, 
Clarkson, & Robinson, 2000; Langdon, Keates, 
Clarkson, & Robinson, 2000; Langdon, Hwang, 
Keates, Clarkson, & Robinson, 2002a; Langdon, 
Hwang, Keates, Clarkson, & Robinson, 2002b). 
Unfortunately, despite the promise of haptics for 
people with motor impairments, haptic devices 
and gravity wells have not been deployed in com-
mercial interfaces, and haptic input devices have 
not found wide adoption. A practical challenge 
is whether a full-blown interface could remain 
“haptically intelligible” as myriad targets imbued 
with gravity create an overwhelming landscape 
of forces. As with many interaction techniques, 
real-world deployments are necessary to investi-
gate such questions (Dixon et al., 2012). Also, it 
should be noted that the approach of using custom 
hardware is not in keeping with efforts to use 
cheap everyday input devices and commodity 
hardware in ability-based design. The computer 
games industry has provided some impetus for 
cheap haptic mice and joysticks, but it remains 
unclear whether such devices, if coupled with 
appropriate software, could significantly improve 
the accessibility of commercial systems for people 
with motor impairments.

Pointing on Touch Screens

In some respects, all users are motor-impaired 
when using small touch screens because fingers 
are fat, screens are small, and devices are less 
physically stable than desktop computers. While 
there have been a variety of pointing facilitation 
techniques created for touch screens (Benko et al., 
2006; Olwal, Feiner, & Heyman, 2008; Ramos, 
Cockburn, Balakrishnan, & Beaudouin-Lafon, 
2007; Vogel & Baudisch, 2007), only a few 
techniques have been created explicitly for people 
with motor impairments. One such technique is 
Swabbing, which enables users with intention 
tremor to slide their finger on a touch screen to-
ward their intended target to indicate it (Mertens, 
Jochems, Schlick, Dünnebacke, & Dornberg, 
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2010). By sliding on the screen, a user’s tremor 
is dampened from constant pressure, the same 
principle at work in the stylus-based EdgeWrite 
text entry method (Wobbrock, Myers, & Kembel, 
2003). In a formal evaluation comparing Swab-
bing to tapping, Swabbing was found to be more 
accurate and satisfying, but not faster for older 
users (Wacharamanotham, Hurtmanns, Mertens, 
Kronenbuerger, Schlick, & Borchers, 2011). Oth-
ers have conducted studies comparing tapping on 
targets, crossing over targets, exiting targets, and 
directional gesturing (Guerreiro, Nicolau, Jorge, 
& Gonçalves, 2010a; Guerreiro, Nicolau, Jorge, 
& Gonçalves, 2010b). Results indicate that many 
people with motor impairments can both tap and 
cross successfully, but that the minimum recom-
mended target size is 12 mm instead of 7-10 mm, 
target sizes usable by most able-bodied people but 
not by most people with motor impairments (Lee 
& Zhai, 2009; Parhi, Karlson, & Bederson, 2006).

Studies also show that targets placed on the 
screen edges are more easily acquired than targets 
placed elsewhere (Perry & Hourcade, 2008). 
This result is consistent with the oft-cited finding 
that on the desktop, Macintosh-style menus are 
easier to acquire due to their placement along an 
impenetrable screen edge than Windows-style 
menus, which lack such an edge (Accot & Zhai, 
2002; Appert, Chapuis, & Beaudouin-Lafon, 2008; 
Walker & Smelcer, 1990). Our barrier pointing 
project, described in the next section, utilizes 
the elevated physical edges around some mobile 
device screens to aid stylus motion when select-
ing targets (Froehlich, Wobbrock, & Kane, 2007). 
Barrier targets placed along screen edges and 
activated on take-off can help people with motor 
impairments become more accurate using styli.

Another technique for making stylus-based 
interactions more successful, in this case for 
older adults, is the Steadied-Bubble (Moffatt & 
McGrenere, 2010). This technique is based on 
Steady Clicks (Trewin, Keates, & Moffatt, 2006), 
a desktop technique that freezes the mouse cursor 
whenever a mouse button is held down to prevent 

slipping and accidental dragging (Trewin, 1996; 
Trewin & Pain, 1999). In their pen-based adapta-
tion, Moffat and McGrenere (2010) created the 
Steadied-Bubble by combining Steady Clicks and 
the Bubble Cursor. Designed for use on Tablet PCs 
that have a pen-hover state, the Steadied-Bubble 
employs a Bubble Cursor centered at the pen 
location during hover. When the pen descends to 
the screen, the bubble is “steadied,” freezing in 
place with the nearest target captured. Slipping 
with the pen does not, therefore, move the bubble. 
And the bubble itself reduces miss errors because 
of its ability to capture nearby targets. Results for 
older adults show that the Steadied-Bubble made 
fewer target-misses and fewer target slip-offs than 
the conventional stylus, Steady Clicks alone, or 
the Bubble Cursor alone.

In addition to the foregoing touch screen tech-
niques created for people with motor impairments, 
there have been a few recent techniques created to 
address situational impairments that affect motor 
control while on-the-go (Sears et al., 2003, 2008). 
When walking, users’ input performance may be 
compromised as workload increases relative to 
standing or sitting (Lin, Goldman, Price, Sears, 
& Jacko, 2007; MacKay, Dearman, Inkpen, & 
Watters, 2005). One touch screen technique that 
can address this issue is Bezel Swipe, which 
interprets gestures that move from the screen 
bezel onto the screen as having meanings distinct 
from other taps and swipes that originate on the 
screen (Roth & Turner, 2009). Although initially 
invented to support actions like cut, copy, paste, 
and multiple selection, generalized bezel gestures, 
specifically right-angle gestures, were found to be 
faster and more accurate than button-tapping for 
walking, distracted users (Bragdon, Nelson, Li, 
& Hinckley, 2011).

Researchers have also focused on how to en-
able the thumb holding a mobile device to reach 
all targets on the screen. With ThumbSpace, a 
user drags her thumb—the one from the same 
hand holding the device—along a diagonal that 
delineates the extent of the thumb’s reach (Karl-
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son & Bederson, 2007). This area then becomes 
a semi-transparent motor-space thumbnail that 
maps absolutely to the entire screen such that 
when a user’s thumb touches the miniaturized 
space, the corresponding object on the screen 
highlights. A user can slide his thumb to adjust his 
selection as needed and then use take-off selection 
to acquire targets. Similarly, with AppLens and 
LaunchTile, a user’s thumb articulates gestures 
to control interface zooming levels for accessing 
on-screen application tiles (Karlson, Bederson, & 
SanGiovanni, 2005). AppLens operates using a 
fisheye view, whereas LaunchTile operates using 
traditional zoom-and-pan.

Finally, our WalkType project makes mobile 
text entry on touch screens more accurate using 
machine learning to classify touches as accurate 
key-presses (Goel et al., 2012).WalkType com-
bines properties of touches on the touch screen with 
readings from built-in accelerometers to classify 
each touch according to its most likely key. In an 
evaluation with walking users, WalkType reduced 
typing errors by about half while increasing typing 
speed by over 10%. Researchers are just beginning 
to explore the benefits of using machine learn-
ing to make touch more accurate (Weir, Rogers, 
Murray-Smith, & Löchtefeld, 2012), an approach 
that could be employed for people with motor 
impairments in the near future.

Pointing with the Eyes

Given the importance and prevalence of pointing, 
it is no surprise that researchers have explored 
pointing with human capabilities other than mo-
tor control. For example, projects have explored 
pointing with the eyes for people with disabilities 
(Hutchinson, White, Martin, Reichert, & Frey, 
1989). Basic techniques for target selection 
include dwelling with the eyes, also known as 
fixating, or pressing a button or key to select the 
currently looked-at target. Dragging an object is 
also possible when using a button to signal when 
to pick up and put down the eye-controlled object, 

or when using a progressive multi-state dwell 
cursor that enables dragging as well as clicking 
(Jacob, 1990, 1991; Lankford, 2000; Salvucci & 
Anderson, 2000). EyeDraw, a drawing program 
for children with motor impairments, uses a two-
state cursor that delineates “looking” from “draw-
ing” (Hornof & Cavender, 2005). Techniques for 
eye-based computer input are reviewed in greater 
detail elsewhere (Jacob & Karn, 2003; Majaranta 
& Räihä, 2002).

For improving the accuracy of eye-based 
pointing, zooming has been used to increase target 
size (Bates & Istance, 2002; Kumar, Paepcke, 
& Winograd, 2007; Lankford, 2000). One form 
of zooming that retains peripheral context is the 
fisheye lens, which has been used in eye-pointing 
in such a way that the fisheye appears during fixa-
tions but not during traversals across the screen 
(Ashmore, Duchowski, & Shoemaker, 2005). 
Another accuracy-enhancing scheme is target 
expansion coupled with an approach to handling 
jitter whereby the gaze-point does not need to not 
stay perfectly within the target during a fixation, 
but simply must not make a saccade elsewhere 
(Miniotas, Špakov, & MacKenzie, 2004). MAGIC 
Pointing and similar techniques rely on eye-gaze 
to place the mouse cursor in the general vicinity 
of the desired target, but leave final positioning 
inside the target to the mouse (Yamato, Monden, 
Matsumoto, Inoue, & Torii, 2000; Zhai, Morimoto, 
& Ihde, 1999). To work effectively for people 
with motor impairments, MAGIC Pointing would 
probably require PointAssist, the Angle Mouse, 
or something similar.

Pointing with the Voice

Researchers and developers have also enabled 
the human voice to acquire targets on computer 
screens. Three commercial speech-based target 
acquisition techniques are mouse motion voice 
commands, Mouse Grid, and Show Numbers (Nu-
ance Communications, 2011; Odell & Mukerjee, 
2007; Pugliese & Gould, 1998). Mouse motion 
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voice commands—what some researchers have 
called the “Speech Cursor” (Harada, Landay, 
Malkin, Li, & Bilmes, 2006)—are provided in 
Nuance’s Dragon Naturally Speaking product 
and produce mouse movement with commands 
like “move mouse up” and “move mouse right.” 
The mouse cursor moves at a steady pace until 
the user says “stop.” While these commands may 
be adequate for fine pointing adjustments, they 
are too slow for rapidly traversing the screen, 
and are meant to be complemented by the Mouse 
Grid. When a user says “mouse grid,” he or she 
is presented with a nine-cell grid, each assigned a 
digit (1-9). When the user speaks a digit, the entire 
grid shrinks to occupy the spoken cell, thereby 
enabling the user to recursively subdivide the 
screen until the desired click location is reached. 
In the Show Numbers technique, when the user 
says “show numbers,” every target registered with 
the accessibility framework is displayed with an 
overlaid numeric value that, when spoken, is tan-
tamount to clicking on that target. Unfortunately, 
not all possible targets are known to the system 
in this manner, as it requires developers to fully 
comply with the accessibility framework. Also, 
it is not possible to click on an arbitrary screen 
coordinate with this approach, unlike with the 
first two approaches.

Neither Show Numbers nor Mouse Grid sup-
ports the ability to steer along smooth paths. For 
that, non-speech voice-based input techniques 
have been explored. For example, projects have 
taken advantage of humming (Igarashi & Hughes, 
2001; Sporka, Kurniawan, Mahmud, & Slavík, 
2006; Sporka, Kurniawan, & Slavík, 2006) and 
whistling (Sporka, Kurniawan, & Slavík, 2004). 
Our own VoiceDraw project, in the same spirit 
as EyeDraw before it, enables people with mo-
tor impairments to move a paintbrush across a 
canvas by uttering the vowel sounds defined by 
the Vocal Joystick (Harada et al., 2006; Harada, 

Wobbrock, & Landay, 2007). Our VoiceDraw 
project is described in the next section.

Having toured numerous approaches to improv-
ing pointing for people with motor impairments, 
children, and older users, we now turn to our own 
attempts to make progress on this important topic. 
Informed by ability-based design, we investigated 
approaches to changing interfaces to make them 
better suited to users’ abilities.

MAKING POINTING 
ACCESSIBLE FOR PEOPLE 
WITH MOTOR IMPAIRMENTS

Motivated by a desire to change systems to better 
match users’ abilities, and to take full advantage 
of the abilities users have, we sought not to alter 
users to fit systems, but to question fundamental 
aspects of modern graphical user interfaces, and 
to investigate “new ways of doing old things.” 
The mantra for this section is, “change not thy 
user, change instead thy…,” and we complete this 
mantra with the following possibilities:

• Mouse Cursor
 ◦ Angle Mouse
 ◦ Pointing Magnifier

• Target Types
 ◦ Accessible goal crossing
 ◦ Barrier pointing

• Interface Design
 ◦ Ability-based user interfaces
 ◦ Walking user interfaces

• Input Device
 ◦ Non-speech voice-based control

The above list serves as an outline of subsec-
tions to follow. Each project has its strengths and 
weaknesses, and each project therefore constitutes 
a set of tradeoffs in the design space of possibilities. 
Each project also embodies at least some of the 
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principles of ability-based design (Table 1), which 
will be drawn out in each project’s description.

Changing the Mouse Cursor: The 
Angle Mouse and Pointing Magnifier

Pointing comprises a ballistic phase, when the 
cursor “shoots out” toward the target, and a cor-
rective phase, when final adjustments are made to 
maneuver the cursor inside the target. When trying 
to minimize overall pointing time, these phases 
are in tension: faster ballistic movements reduce 
accuracy and therefore result in more corrective 
submovements, while slower ballistic movements 
are more accurate but themselves take more time. 
Optimizing this tradeoff so as to reduce overall 
movement time is at the heart of Meyer’s lead-
ing theory of human pointing performance and 
provides the best explanatory account of Fitts’ law 
(Fitts, 1954; Meyer et al., 1988; 1990).

People with motor impairments, older adults, 
and children often have difficulty in the corrective 
phase of pointing (Findlater et al., 2010; Hour-
cade, 2006; Hwang et al., 2004; Ketcham et al., 
2002; Salivia & Hourcade, 2013; Walker et al., 
1997; Wobbrock & Gajos, 2008). Whereas their 
ballistic phase often contains sufficient force to 
overwhelm any neuromuscular noise in their motor 
system, and thus produce relatively straight mo-
tion, the “light touch” required in the corrective 
phase is often corrupted by neuromuscular noise 

(Harris & Wolpert, 1998; Walker et al., 1997), 
causing overshoots, undershoots, and offshoots 
that demand even more corrective motion. The 
result can be extremely frustrating for users as 
they wrestle with sometimes dozens of repeated, 
fatiguing submovement corrections.

Based on our observations of the above phe-
nomenon, the Angle Mouse (Figures 6a-b) attempts 
to alleviate users’ struggles with corrective motion 
by magnifying motor-space as the cursor attempts 
to move inside a target (Wobbrock et al., 2009). 
Importantly, the Angle Mouse is target-agnostic, 
examining only the mouse cursor’s movement to 
determine when to magnify motor-space. As its 
name suggests, the Angle Mouse observes the 
angles created during a pointing movement. It gath-
ers these angles by repeatedly sampling movement 
points at least 8 pixels apart and determining the 
angle between them. When the deviation of angles 
is low, the C-D gain is kept high, and the assump-
tion is that the user is moving ballistically toward 
a target. However, when the deviation of angles 
is high, the C-D gain is dropped proportionally, 
magnifying motor-space. High angular deviation 
occurs mostly when users perform corrective mo-
tion, trying to place their mouse cursor inside a 
target in the final phase of movement.

In a study of 16 people comparing the Angle 
Mouse to sticky icons and to the default point 
cursor, the Angle Mouse was found to exhibit over 
10% higher throughput5 for people with motor 

Figure 6. The Angle Mouse with angle visualizations during movement with (a) low angular deviation, 
and (b) high angular deviation. The Pointing Magnifier and part of its configuration dialog when it is 
(c) an unmagnified area cursor, and (d) a magnified lens
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impairments. The Angle Mouse was also sig-
nificantly more accurate and led to significantly 
fewer submovement corrections than the default 
point cursor. For able-bodied users, Angle Mouse 
throughput was not detectably different from that 
of the default point cursor, confirming that the 
Angle Mouse only “kicked in” for users exhibit-
ing motor-control difficulties. 

The principles of ability-based design upheld 
by the Angle Mouse are:

1.  Ability: Many people with motor impair-
ments can point successfully in graphical 
user interfaces when given targets magnified 
at the right time in motor-space.

2.  Accountability: With the Angle Mouse, it 
is the software’s job to accommodate the 
observed pointing behavior of the user and 
make it more accurate.

3.  Adaptation: The Angle Mouse continually 
adapts the C-D gain based on the behavior 
of the user.

4.  Transparency: The Angle Mouse exposes 
many settings that govern it, allowing the 
user to change those settings. The Angle 
Mouse also visualizes how those settings 
affect adaptation during movement.

5.  Performance: The Angle Mouse continu-
ally monitors the angular deviation of mouse 
movements.

7.  Commodity: The Angle Mouse is a freely 
available6 software-only solution for use with 
everyday input devices like mice, touchpads, 
and trackballs.

The same observations of users’ difficulties 
with corrective-phase motion inspired the creation 
of the Pointing Magnifier (Figures 6c-d) (Jansen, 
Findlater, & Wobbrock, 2011). The Pointing 
Magnifier, first described as the Visual-Motor-
Magnifier enhanced area cursor (Findlater et al., 
2010), is a semitransparent circular area cursor 
of arbitrary size that operates in three stages. 
First, the user places the area cursor over the 

desired target. Second, the user clicks, causing 
the contents beneath the area cursor to magnify 
by a user-defined amount. Third, the user moves 
a conventional point cursor within the magnified 
view to their enlarged target and clicks. Thus, 
the Pointing Magnifier trades two clicks for one 
compared to the default point cursor, but removes 
the need for corrective motion due to having a 
large area cursor and enlarged targets. Because 
the Pointing Magnifier magnifies not just visual-
space but also motor-space, it provides an aid to 
pointing unlike typical screen magnifiers, which 
magnify only visual-space and therefore do not 
aid motor performance. Like the Angle Mouse, 
the Pointing Magnifier is target-agnostic, as screen 
pixels can be magnified and mouse clicks can 
be routed from the magnified view to the proper 
screen coordinates without any knowledge of 
underlying targets.

In a study of 12 people with motor impairments 
by Findlater et al. (2010)7, compared to the Bubble 
Cursor and the default point cursor, the Pointing 
Magnifier significantly reduced selection time of 
small, densely packed targets by about 26% and 
34%, respectively. It also reduced the error rate 
by about 55% and 80%, respectively. As with the 
Angle Mouse, submovement corrections were 
significantly reduced with the Pointing Magnifier 
compared to the default point cursor. Subjective 
responses by users indicated that the Pointing 
Magnifier was liked best, while no users preferred 
the Bubble Cursor. The default point cursor was 
the most disliked. The Pointing Magnifier also 
required less mental effort, less overall effort, and 
was less frustrating than the default point cursor.

The principles of ability-based design upheld 
by the Pointing Magnifier are:

1.  Ability: Many people with motor impair-
ments can point successfully in graphical 
user interfaces when given large area cursors 
that work as visual-and-motor-space lenses 
to magnify targets.
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2.  Accountability: With the Pointing Magnifier, 
it is the software’s job to magnify pixels and 
route mouse clicks, enabling users to point 
successfully with whatever dexterity they 
have.

3.  Adaptation: The Pointing Magnifier, while 
not adaptive, is highly adaptable, providing 
a range of settings to the user, including the 
size of the semitransparent area cursor and 
the magnification factor of the lens, which 
together determine the size of the resulting 
magnified view.

7.  Commodity: The Pointing Magnifier is a 
freely available8 software-only solution for 
use with everyday input devices like mice, 
touchpads, and trackballs.

Interestingly, a community of graphic artists 
and graphic designers have found the Pointing 
Magnifier to be a valuable tool for locally magni-
fying portions of their canvases in programs like 
Adobe Photoshop, which provides only global 
magnification of the entire canvas, sacrificing 
context. In creating the Pointing Magnifier for 
people with motor impairments, we certainly did 
not anticipate its usefulness as a graphics editing 
tool, but are pleased to learn of this unanticipated 
use!

Changing the Target Types: 
Accessible Goal Crossing 
and Barrier Pointing

The Angle Mouse and the Pointing Magnifier both 
enable motor-impaired users to point-and-click 
more accurately, but pointing-and-clicking itself 
is worth questioning. Goal crossing (Figure 7) has 
been proposed as an alternative for able-bodied 
users, usually for use on pen-based touch screens 
(Accot & Zhai, 1997; Accot & Zhai, 2002; Apitz 
& Guimbretière, 2004). With goal crossing, us-
ers do not click on a specific display region, but 
instead, pass over a threshold or boundary, called 
a “goal.” This scheme allows users to accelerate 
over a threshold and continue for whatever dis-
tance is comfortable. Pointing-and-clicking, on 
the other hand, requires uses to decelerate into a 
bounded region to issue a click, which may slip 
off the target (Trewin, 1996; Trewin & Pain, 1999; 
Trewin et al., 2006). Despite the known advantages 
of goal crossing for general use, until our efforts, 
goal crossing had not been investigated as an ac-
cessibility strategy for people with motor-control 
difficulties.

We first sought to understand whether mouse-
based goal crossing offered any human perfor-
mance benefits compared to pointing-and-click-

Figure 7. (a) The concept of goal crossing. (b) A mouse-based crossing design for accessing a context 
menu, inspired by Hover Widgets (Grossman, Hinckley, Baudisch, Agrawala & Balakrishnan, 2006). (c) 
Turning pointing targets into crossing targets in Microsoft Word with the Click-&-Cross cursor
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ing. We conducted a study of 8 able-bodied 
people and 8 motor-impaired people (Wobbrock 
& Gajos, 2007, 2008). Of the latter group, 4 
people used mice, 2 people used trackballs, and 
2 people used both. To equate our two different 
target types, the lengths of our crossing goals were 
made to match the diameters of our circular area 
targets. No mouse buttons were used while cross-
ing. Our results showed that goal crossing was 
significantly faster than pointing-and-clicking for 
both participant groups, but it was also more error 
prone. (It is worth noting that crossing errors were 
defined very strictly: passing by a goal anywhere 
outside its delineated line segment was considered 
an error.) Goal crossing had a higher throughput 
than pointing-and-clicking for people with motor 
impairments (2.88 vs. 2.34 bits/s), but the opposite 
was true for able-bodied users (3.61 vs. 4.72 bits/s). 
Path analyses showed that for the motor-impaired 
users, there were significantly fewer task axis 
crossings, movement direction changes, and or-
thogonal direction changes with crossing than 
with pointing; there was also significantly less 
movement variability, movement error, movement 
offset, and path length with crossing than with 
pointing (Keates, Hwang, Langdon, Clarkson, & 
Robinson, 2002; MacKenzie, Kauppinen, & Sil-
fverberg, 2001). Subjective responses indicated 
that motor-impaired users liked goal crossing 
more and thought it was easier than pointing-and-
clicking; the reverse sentiments were true of the 
able-bodied group. Thus, for users with motor 
impairments, goal crossing indeed seemed to of-
fer significant advantages in speed, accuracy, 
efficiency, movement control, and desirability 
than pointing-and-clicking.

With our study findings clearly showing the 
advantages of goal crossing for people with motor 
impairments, the question became whether prac-
tical user interface designs could be created for 
mouse cursor-based interfaces using goal crossing 
as the fundamental method of target acquisition 
(see, e.g., Figure 7b). Although pen-based crossing 
interfaces have been shown to be viable (Apitz & 

Guimbretière, 2004), a pen, stylus, or finger can 
“fly in,” cross a target, and “fly out.” Not so for 
mouse cursor-based interfaces because the mouse 
cursor is persistent and cannot move to a location 
without crossing everything in its path. Depressing 
mouse buttons while crossing has been explored 
for able-bodied users (Cockburn & Firth, 2003), 
but such maneuvers amount to dragging, which is 
more difficult than pointing, especially when using 
trackballs (MacKenzie, Sellen, & Buxton, 1991; 
Trewin, 1996). A different approach is needed.

Initially, we sought to embed goal crossing 
functionality within crossing widgets (Choe, 
Shinohara, Chilana, Dixon, & Wobbrock, 2009). 
We devised general crossing schemes that would 
allow intentional crosses to be distinguished from 
unintentional ones (Wobbrock & Gajos, 2008). 
For example, to activate a button, a user might 
cross it and cross back over it, or cross and make 
a gesture (e.g., a pigtail, a 90°-turn), or even 
cross and click anywhere. We found from gener-
ating myriad possible schemes, however, that a 
fundamental tension emerges: crossing widgets 
that are easy to operate are easy to accidentally 
trigger, but crossing widgets that are safe from 
accidental triggering are too difficult to operate 
intentionally (Choe et al., 2009). Put another way, 
“ease-of-operation” and “error prevention” are 
at fundamental odds. We also found that dense 
target layouts, like toolbars, make any crossing 
scheme difficult because crossing, by its very 
nature, requires screen real-estate for the cursor’s 
approach and follow-through.

Our successful solution finally came when 
we decided to only temporarily create crossing 
goals out of conventional widgets when they are 
needed. We created two enhanced area cursors, 
the Click-&-Cross cursor (Figure 7c) and the 
Cross-&-Cross cursor, which are semitranspar-
ent area cursors that, when triggered, temporarily 
turn every overlapped target into a crossing goal 
(Findlater et al., 2010). Crossing a widget’s goal 
activates the widget that owns it. The trigger for 
the Click-&-Cross cursor is a mouse click. The 
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trigger for the Cross-&-Cross cursor is to cross 
the back edge of the cursor itself, the edge op-
posite the point cursor, which persists inside the 
Cross-&-Cross cursor and drags it around like a 
tracking menu (Fitzmaurice, Khan, Pieké, Buxton, 
& Kurtenbach, 2003). Thus, in the Cross-&-Cross 
cursor, no clicking whatsoever is required. Both 
crossing cursors are target-aware, as they must 
know which widgets they overlap in order to turn 
those widgets into temporary crossing goals.

In a study of 12 people with motor impairments 
(Findlater et al., 2010), we showed that the Cross-
&-Cross cursor was slow, but the Click-&-Cross 
cursor was significantly faster than the Bubble 
Cursor and the default point cursor for small, dense 
targets—about 33% and 40%, respectively. Fur-
thermore, the speed of the crossing cursors did not 
increase with decreasing target size or inter-target 
spacing. Both crossing cursors were also more 
accurate for small, dense targets than the Bubble 
Cursor and the default point cursor—by about 70% 
and 85%, respectively. Like the Angle Mouse and 
the Pointing Magnifier, the Click-&-Cross cursor 
produced significantly fewer submovements than 
the default point cursor. Subjective responses 
showed that the Pointing Magnifier (Figures 6c-
d) was liked more than either the Click-&-Cross 
(Figure 7c) or Cross-&-Cross cursors, which 
were liked about the same and still more than the 
Bubble Cursor (Figure 3c) or default point cursor. 
However, subjective workload ratings indicated 
the crossing cursors both required more effort 
than the Pointing Magnifier or Bubble Cursor, 
but still less effort than the default point cursor.

The principles of ability-based design upheld 
by the accessible goal crossing projects are:

1.  Ability: Many people with motor impair-
ments can cross goals better than they can 
point-and-click on bounded regions of the 
screen.

2.  Accountability: With accessible goal cross-
ing, interfaces’ on-screen targets are changed 
to become crossing goals, either permanently 
or just-in-time for selection.

3.  Adaptation: The crossing cursors, while 
not adaptive, are both highly adaptable, 
providing a range of settings to the user, 
including the sizes of their semitransparent 
area cursors, the maximum number of targets 
they are permitted to overlap, and the radii 
of their circles that contain their temporary 
crossing arcs.

7.  Commodity: The accessible goal crossing 
project employs software-only solutions for 
use with everyday input devices like mice, 
touchpads, and trackballs.

Related to crossing a goal is acquiring a target 
along an impenetrable boundary, or edge. Edges 
are known to improve target acquisition because 
they serve as a “backboard” for cursors, pens, or 
fingers, allowing them to accelerate into targets and 
effectively overshoot by arbitrary amounts (Appert 
et al., 2008; Farris, Jones, & Anders, 2001, 2002a, 
2002b; Johnson, Farris, & Jones, 2003; Perry 
& Hourcade, 2008; Walker & Smelcer, 1990). 
Edges are also known to improve the accuracy 
of gestures (Wobbrock, 2003). The EdgeWrite 
text entry method for touch screens, touchpads, 
and joysticks takes full advantage of edges and 
corners by defining a unistroke alphabet whose 
characters are made by moving along the edges 
of a small plastic square hole, providing physi-
cal stability to people with motor impairments, 
especially tremor (Wobbrock et al., 2003; Wob-
brock, Myers, & Aung, 2004; Wobbrock, Myers, 
Aung, & LoPresti, 2004). EdgeWrite served as 
the inspiration for barrier pointing.

Barrier pointing attempts to take advantage of 
the elevated physical edges surrounding the touch 
screens of many mobile devices (Froehlich et al., 
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2007). Barrier targets are placed along the edges 
of the screen such that the impenetrable physical 
barrier sits behind them and aids in their selection. 
Many different edge-based selection schemes are 
possible: normal tapping; sliding along the edge 
and taking-off from the desired target; sliding 
along the edge, pausing within the desired target, 
and then shooting rapidly into a nearby corner; 
and, sliding along the edge and changing direction 
inside the desired target.

In a study of the above selection techniques 
along with conventional targets as a baseline, we 
found that subjects with poor coordination and 
spasticity were most helped by barrier pointing, 
in some cases making subjects dramatically more 
accurate. For example, one subject with spastic 
cerebral palsy missed 66.7% of the time with con-
ventional targets placed in the center of the screen, 
but with barrier targets and take-off selection, he 
missed only 13.3% of the time, and his selections 
were 48.5% faster besides. Another subject with 
tetraplegia from a spinal cord injury missed over 
29% of the time with conventional targets, but only 
4.2% of the time with barrier targets and take-off 
selection, and his selections were 40.5% faster 
besides. Thus, it seems that for some users, the 
ability to place continual pressure on the screen 
while sliding along an edge is of tremendous 
benefit in terms of stability and speed. Placing 
continual pressure on the screen also has been 
exploited in recent designs for motor-impaired 
pointing on touch screens (Guerreiro et al., 2010a; 
Wacharamanotham et al., 2011).

The principles of ability-based design upheld 
by barrier pointing are:

1.  Ability: Many people with motor impair-
ments can select targets on touch screens 
using styli, provided systems use barrier 
targets with take-off selection instead of 
conventional targets placed without a sup-
porting edge.

2.  Accountability: With barrier pointing on 
a touch screen device, conventional targets 
give way to barrier targets selected using 
take-off selection.

7.  Commodity: Barrier pointing is a software-
only solution for use with everyday touch 
screen devices that have elevated screen 
edges and styli.

Changing the Interface Design: 
Ability-Based User Interfaces 
and Walking User Interfaces

Many of the approaches outlined thus far for 
improving motor-impaired pointing performance 
in graphical user interfaces have made changes to 
either the mouse cursor or the targets on which 
the cursor acts. These are very “local” changes, 
but more “global” changes—namely, adapting the 
layout and design of interfaces as a whole—can 
also improve pointing performance. Ability-based 
user interfaces and walking user interfaces do this.

The pioneering work giving rise to ability-
based user interfaces is the Supple automatic 
user interface generator (Gajos & Weld, 2004). 
Although automatic user interface generation 
has been pursued using heuristics, templates, 
and constraints for a long time, Supple was the 
first generator to frame the problem in terms of 
cost optimization. The “cost” of an interface in 
Supple was initially based on how well the inter-
face honored device constraints, usage traces, and 
preferences expressed by users in the ArnAuld 
system, which presented A/B interface compari-
sons to users (Gajos & Weld, 2005; Gajos, Long, 
& Weld, 2006). But users’ preferences may not 
reflect users’ actual abilities, and for ability-based 
user interfaces, preferences are exchanged for 
performance (Gajos et al., 2007, 2008, 2010). 
Supple first presents batteries of pointing, drag-
ging, clicking, and list-operation trials to users. 
Then it measures and models users’ performance, 
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using that information to custom-generate a user 
interface whose layout, widgets, widget groupings, 
and widget sizes are all chosen to minimize the 
total operation time of the interface by the user. 
Thus, the resulting interfaces are “ability-based” 
in that it is users’ measured abilities, not just 
their preferences, that determine the generated 
interfaces without any declarative or heuristic 
knowledge about users’ health or impairment. 
Figure 8 shows examples of generated interfaces.

In a study of 11 people with motor impairments 
(Gajos et al., 2008), Supple’s ability-based user 
interfaces were about 20% faster and 64% more 
accurate than its preference-based user interfaces, 
and about 26% faster and 73% more accurate than 
manufacturers’ default interfaces. (Example de-
faults were the dialog boxes for formatting fonts 
and for printing from Microsoft Word 2003). 
Furthermore, users felt that ability-based inter-
faces were most preferred, “and they found those 
interfaces the easiest to use, the most efficient, 
and least physically tiring” (1265). Thus, without 
any actual pointing facilitation technique, subjects 
were made faster and more accurate simply by 
changing interface layout, widget types, and wid-
get sizes.

The principles of ability-based design upheld 
by the ability-based user interfaces generated by 
Supple are:

1.  Ability: Many people with motor impair-
ments can point successfully in graphical 
user interfaces when interfaces are generated 
using layouts, widgets, and widget sizes that 
optimize people’s performance.

2.  Accountability: It is Supple’s job to accom-
modate the measured pointing abilities of 
users to make users more efficient.

3.  Adaptation: Supple creates custom person-
alized interfaces for each user based on that 
user’s measured abilities.

4.  Transparency: Supple gives users the power 
to inspect and override the choices it makes.

5.  Performance: Supple measures the perfor-
mance of users in pointing, dragging, click-
ing, and list-operation trials. It models this 
performance and uses it to drive adaptation.

7.  Commodity: Supple is a software-only solu-
tion for use with everyday input devices like 
mice, touchpads, and trackballs.

Figure 8. Microsoft’s default font-formatting dialog box and two automatically-generated interfaces 
from Supple, one for a person with muscular dystrophy and one for a person with cerebral palsy. Images 
courtesy of Krzysztof Z. Gajos
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Recall that ability-based design places em-
phasis on abilities exercisable in a given context. 
When working on desktop computers in office 
environments, contextual factors do not readily or 
drastically change: surfaces are stable, lighting is 
ample, seating is comfortable, temperatures are 
controlled, noises are minimal, and so on. But 
all of these factors (and more) are challenged by 
mobile contexts, whether for users walking, riding, 
or working in the field. In such cases, surfaces 
may be moving, lighting may be dim, seating 
may be missing, temperatures may be cold, and 
noises may be distracting. As computing moves 
ever-further from the desktop, systems will need 
to accommodate these issues. For ability-based 
design, we care specifically about how these 
contextual factors affect users’ abilities to interact 
with their devices.

To explore whether interface adaptivity can 
improve people’s performance while walking, we 
created the concept of walking user interfaces, 
which automatically adapt to improve pointing 
performance while users are walking. In two 
separate explorations, we created two distinct 
walking user interfaces.

Our first walking user interface is a touch-
based mobile music player with a playlist of songs 
(Kane et al., 2008). When the user stands still, the 
interface displays small buttons, fonts, and playlist 
items. When the user begins walking, the interface 
increases the button size, font size, and list item 
height by a factor of about three (see Figure 9). 
Targets become bigger, but at the expense of fewer 
of them showing on the screen, thereby requir-
ing more scrolling. In a study of 29 able-bodied 
subjects selecting and playing a fixed set of songs, 
we found that walking increased task time for 
static interfaces by 17.7%, but with our adaptive 
interface, walking did not affect task time. We also 
found that there was no penalty incurred for ad-
aptation: the adaptive interface performed almost 
identically to its two component static interfaces 
in terms of speed and errors. This is noteworthy 
in light of prior concerns that adaptivity itself 

can result in performance decreases (Findlater 
& McGrenere, 2004; Mitchell & Shneiderman, 
1989). Finally, we found that cloudy weather 
reduced task time by 18.5% compared to partly 
cloudy or sunny weather, validating the presence 
of weather-related situational impairments, in this 
case, glare from sunlight.

Our second walking user interface is called 
WalkType, which uses machine learning to improve 
the accuracy of mobile text entry on touch screens 
while walking (Goel et al., 2012). Using a decision 
tree, WalkType classifies key-presses on a mobile 
touch screen keyboard by incorporating touch 
features, accelerometer data, inference about gait, 
and key-center anchors (Gunawardana, Paek, & 
Meek, 2010). WalkType is invisible to the user, 
but can be regarded as changing the interface 
design because WalkType effectively decouples 
the motor-space from the visual-space of the on-
screen keyboard, continually “redesigning” the 
motor-space layout of the interface as the user 
types. In a study of 16 able-bodied subjects, we 
found that WalkType reduced text entry errors 
while walking by 45.2% and increased text entry 

Figure 9. The targets within a walking user inter-
face music player adapt based on a user standing 
or walking. Song names have been removed to 
enable the targets themselves to be more visible. 
Image courtesy of Shaun K. Kane
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speed by 12.9%. In addition, 14 of 16 subjects 
preferred WalkType without ever knowing which 
condition employed WalkType and which did not.

The principles of ability-based design upheld 
by walking user interfaces are:

1.  Ability: People can point more successfully 
even when experiencing situational impair-
ments if interfaces adapt their target sizes to 
accommodate the effects of walking.

2.  Accountability: With a walking user inter-
face, it is the software’s job to accommodate 
the walking-related situational factors af-
fecting users to make users more efficient.

3.  Adaptation: Our music player adapts its 
visual level-of-detail based on whether or not 
a user is walking. Similarly, WalkType uses 
a decision tree model to adapt the behavior 
of its keyboard as the user taps keys while 
walking.

5.  Performance: WalkType builds a user-
independent model based on the performance 
of users tapping keys while entering training 
phrases.

6.  Context: Our music player adapts to the 
user’s walking or standing context. Similarly, 
WalkType utilizes accelerometer data to infer 
when each foot strikes the ground, accom-
modating users’ taps accordingly.

7.  Commodity: Our music player and 
WalkType both utilize only commodity 
mobile devices and built-in sensors.

Changing the Input Device: Non-
Speech Voice-Based Control

Our final strategy for improving pointing with 
ability-based design lies outside the software-
only solutions of changing cursors, targets, and 
interface designs. This time, it is to change the 
hardware input device. Of course, this strategy 
runs the risk of imposing on users the need to 
procure expensive or customized hardware un-
less the “commodity” principle of ability-based 

design is upheld and everyday input devices can 
still be used. Input devices do not amount only 
to mice, touchpads, joysticks, and trackballs. An 
often neglected input device is the computer mi-
crophone, and with proper software, it can be used 
to facilitate pointing in graphical user interfaces 
for people with motor impairments.

Conventional speech recognition is unsatis-
fying for maneuvering smoothly through space 
because discrete words like “move left” and 
“move down” do not naturally map to continuous 
outcomes. When moving a mouse cursor with 
discrete commands, a speech recognition user 
may have to say “slower” or “faster” to alter the 
speed of a cursor already in motion. If the word 
“stop” is misrecognized, the moving cursor will 
fail to halt, creating errors and frustration. The 
flowing stroke of a master painter can hardly be 
reproduced by uttering discrete words in sequence.

Our work utilizes the Vocal Joystick, a recog-
nition engine for non-speech voice-based sounds 
that enables the smooth control of anything from a 
mouse cursor to a robotic arm (Bilmes, Li, Malkin, 
Kilanski, Wright, Kirchhoff, Subramanya, Harada, 
Landay, Dowden & Chizeck, 2005; Harada et al., 
2006). The Vocal Joystick responds to vocaliza-
tions of vowel sounds, where different sounds 
indicate different directions. For the cardinal 
directions, the “a” sound in “cat,” when continu-
ally voiced, moves a mouse cursor straight up, or 
north. This sound morphs into the “aw” sound 
in “law” to move east, the “oo” sound in “boot” 
to move south, and the “ee” sound in “feet” to 
move west. The phonetic midpoints between 
these sounds move in the ordinal directions: the 
“e” sound in “bed” moves to the northwest, the 
“a” sound in “pappa” moves to the northeast, the 
“o” sound in “boat” moves to the southeast, and 
the “i” sound in “debit” moves to the southwest. 
Thus, an entire “vowel map” is formed that cre-
ates a circle, enabling fluid control of the mouse 
cursor in any direction by blending vowel sounds 
(see Figure 10).
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In a single-session laboratory study of four 
able-bodied experts, it was discovered that the 
Vocal Joystick, despite not being a hand-controlled 
input device, could nevertheless be modeled by 
Fitts’ law (Harada et al., 2006). The throughput 
of the Vocal Joystick in this study was 1.65 bits/s, 
much lower than that of the mouse at 5.48 bits/s 
but similar to conventional rate-controlled joy-
sticks (Epps, 1986; Epps, Snyder, & Muto, 1986). 
A follow-up study with nine novices showed that 
the Vocal Joystick was significantly faster than 
Speech Cursor and not detectably different than 
Mouse Grid after only five minutes of practice 
with each technique.

Learning the vowel map requires some time, 
and we wanted to see how learning unfolds, so 
we conducted a 2.5-week 10-session longitudinal 
study of five people with motor impairments and 
four able-bodied controls (Harada, Wobbrock, 
Malkin, Bilmes, & Landay, 2009). With 99 hours 
of data resulting from 90 total sessions, we found 
that all subjects learned the vowel map fluently 
by the fifth session, and by the tenth session, the 
motor-impaired group achieved 1.17 bits/s while 
the able-bodied group averaged 1.64 bits/s, nearly 
the same as the experts from the prior study. Thus, 
the subjects with motor impairments reached 
about 71% of the able-bodied expert level of 
performance.

The Vocal Joystick has provided the voice-
recognition engine for other projects of ours, 
including VoiceDraw (Harada et al., 2007), a non-
speech voice-based analog to EyeDraw (Hornof 
& Cavender, 2005); Voice Games, a controller 
for playing computer games hands-free (Harada, 
Wobbrock, & Landay, 2011); and VoiceLabel, a 
method of labeling mobile sensor data for training 
machine learning algorithms (Harada, Lester, Pa-
tel, Saponas, Fogarty, Landay, & Wobbrock, 2008).

The principles of ability-based design upheld 
by non-speech voice-based control are:

1.  Ability: Many people with motor impair-
ments can point successfully by using 
non-speech vocalizations to fluidly control 
a mouse cursor.

2.  Accountability: With non-speech voice-
based control, it is the software’s job to ac-
commodate the vocalizations of the user and 
move the mouse cursor fluidly in response.

3.  Adaptation: The Vocal Joystick adapts itself 
to the vocalizations of the user so that it can 
better recognize the user’s intentions.

5.  Performance: The Vocal Joystick observes 
each user’s performance in order to initialize 
a profile for each user. These user-specific 
profiles inform adaptation to make the Vocal 
Joystick perform better for each user.

Figure 10. (a) The Vocal Joystick vowel map for continuous movement control, and (b) a sample move-
ment labeled with sounds at different stages
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7.  Commodity: The Vocal Joystick is a freely 
available9 software-only solution that uses 
the commodity microphone found with many 
desktops and built into most laptops.

REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

As this chapter has shown, there are many things 
that can be changed to improve pointing in 
graphical user interfaces for people with motor 
impairments besides the people themselves! For 
every technology described, users with motor 
impairments would approach computing systems 
in exactly the same way as their able-bodied 
counterparts, bringing nothing to augment or alter 
themselves—the whole solution would already 
exist “on the machine.” Besides the practical 
benefits of this, there are social benefits as well, 
benefits that take us one step closer to being 
an integrated information society in which all 
people can participate. In our studies, users were 
generally happy to be using the computer “like 
everyone else.” A number of subjects even made 
comments to that effect. Our aforementioned 
projects show just how much people with motor 
impairments can do when systems are changed 
in deep, fundamental ways. The attitude is no 
longer one of trying to make users “seem like” 
able-bodied people to computers, but of making 
computers fundamentally more flexible, aware of 
users’ abilities, and bearing the burden of adapta-
tion. It is the users who are accommodated, not 
the machines.

Out of seven projects, the principles of abil-
ity, accountability, and commodity were upheld 
by all seven. The principle of adaptation was 
upheld by six, performance was upheld by four, 
and transparency was upheld by two. Finally, 
the principle of context was only upheld by one, 
walking user interfaces, although two technology 
projects were described. (As our projects mostly 
concerned pointing in graphical user interfaces, 
it is natural to see a lack of emphasis on context. 
If more projects concerned mobile devices and 

off-desktop scenarios, the context principle would 
be more prevalent.)

It is important to realize that while every 
project had its successes, there were often a few 
subjects in our studies that fared poorly with the 
given innovations. And yet, with other innova-
tions, those may be the same subjects to fare best 
of all. This highlights the well-known fact that 
people with motor impairments exhibit a wide 
range of abilities and no single solution is likely 
to be successful for all users, an observation that 
continues to challenge the premise of universal 
design and similar approaches.

One could imagine usefully combining many 
of the aforementioned projects to create even more 
useful ability-based systems that make pointing 
even easier for people with motor impairments. 
For example, a user could employ the Angle 
Mouse running invisibly “beneath” the cursor 
while the cursor itself was a crossing cursor that 
turned clicked-upon targets into crossing goals. 
One could also imagine barrier targets being used 
in the “walking” state of an adaptive walking user 
interface—as a user started moving, the most 
important targets would float to the sides of the 
screen and anchor themselves there. Finally, one 
could imagine just about any interface, whether 
desktop or mobile, pointing or crossing, manually-
controlled or voice-controlled, being an ability-
based user interface in the style of Supple, allowing 
users to provide a performance model through 
a simple battery of trials that then informed the 
automatic generation of personalized interfaces.

Admittedly, it may be inconvenient, annoying, 
or fatiguing for users to have to perform explicit 
trials to build a performance model. A better ap-
proach would be to capture the performance of 
users “in the wild” as they work, without requiring 
an artificial test bed. Making precise measure-
ments from everyday computer use is difficult, as 
it becomes difficult or even impossible to divine 
users’ intentions at every step. We have made 
significant progress on this problem for measur-
ing text entry and mouse pointing performance 
on desktop computers with the Input Observer 
tool (Evans & Wobbrock, 2011, 2012). This tool 
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is capable of discerning text entry errors from 
everyday text editing, and can compute mouse 
pointing errors even without definitively knowing 
the user’s intended target. To date, the tool has 
been validated only for able-bodied users who 
conform to certain movement patterns (Meyer et 
al., 1988, 1993), which may not apply to people 
with motor impairments. Other approaches us-
ing machine learning may address this challenge 
(Gajos, Reinecke, & Herrmann, 2012; Hurst, 
Hudson, Mankoff, & Trewin, 2008).

However it may be obtained, a user’s perfor-
mance model could, in the future, be used to inform 
every device about the user who is using it. Such 
“ability profiles” could be built up over ongoing 
everyday use, and could follow a user to whatever 
device or platform he or she is currently using. 
The concept of transferrable ability profiles has 
only begun to be explored (Montague, Hanson, 
& Cobley, 2012).

Being the capstone project that gave rise 
to ability-based user interfaces, and ultimately 
ability-based design, Supple upheld six of the seven 
ability-based design principles, lacking only the 
context principle. Just as Supple has the capac-
ity to integrate both preference-based feedback 
from ArnAuld and performance-based feedback 
from trial batteries, Supple could also integrate 
mobile device sensor readings such as light levels, 
temperatures, accelerometer values, and so on. 
Ultimately, the concern over context is due to 
the need to anticipate, rather than purely react to, 
changes in users’ performance. For example, it is 
better to increase touch screen button size due to 
cold weather than to wait for cold weather to cause 
a user’s fingers to lose their dexterity. Future work 
is needed to discover how context affects abilities 
in order to anticipate useful adaptations correctly. 
Without doubt, doing so could have major advan-
tages for improving pointing on mobile devices 
for people experiencing situational impairments.

Pointing in graphical user interfaces is such a 
fundamental, necessary, and pervasive require-
ment that until we make it completely accessible 

to everyone, more work is needed. Perhaps one 
day we will have a universal input device capable 
of being used easily by anyone capable of making 
any discernible indication with their mind or body. 
While initial steps towards such a concept have 
been made (Carter, Hurst, Mankoff, & Li, 2006; 
Wang & Mankoff, 2003), we are nowhere near 
such a breakthrough. It may be that, again, the 
term “universal” is a hindrance, as the abilities of 
one user may diametrically oppose the abilities of 
another. Perhaps what we should seek is an ability-
based input device, and perhaps having more than 
just one is a fine, if multifaceted, outcome.

At a higher level, an avenue for future work 
lies in combining ability-based design, which is 
focused on human performance, with a comple-
mentary design approach focused on human 
values. Value-sensitive design is a tripartite de-
sign method that uses conceptual, technical, and 
empirical investigations into technologies in an 
effort to understand the values implicitly or ex-
plicitly upheld or violated by technology designs 
(Friedman, Kahn, & Borning, 2006). Values of 
interest include autonomy, privacy, trust, informed 
consent, freedom from bias, and others. Among the 
values most important to people with disabilities 
is autonomy, a sense that they can govern them-
selves, live independently, and feel empowered 
to carry out their lives (Bowe, 1988; McCuaig & 
Frank, 1991). Augmenting ability-based design to 
consider how people with disabilities perceive the 
values their technologies embody, or the values 
using a particular technology makes them experi-
ence, is a promising avenue for future research.

CONCLUSION

Pointing in graphical user interfaces is part of the 
bedrock of modern interactive computer use, and 
yet it remains inaccessible to many people because 
of the motor-control challenges it presents. People 
with motor impairments, children, and older users 
may all struggle to point-and-click with a mouse 
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or tap with a stylus or finger. In this chapter, we 
have seen technologies that improve pointing-and-
clicking for people with motor impairments. We 
have also seen alternatives that avoid the need for 
pointing-and-clicking in the first place, such as 
with goal crossing or barrier pointing. Our ability-
based projects have been guided by the principles 
of ability-based design, and have sought to change 
fundamental system concepts, properties, and 
capabilities. In so doing, they have reconsidered 
the design and use of mouse cursors, target types, 
interface designs, and input devices. While each 
approach offers both strengths and weaknesses, 
and while no single “universal” solution works 
for all people, these projects comprise strong 
evidence that target acquisition in graphical user 
interfaces can be improved for people with motor 
impairments by taking advantage of what people 
can do, rather than by trying to restore or remedy 
what people have lost. In its uncompromising 
stance towards ability, ability-based design finds a 
voice that insists that machines must accommodate 
people, not vice versa, and that all people must 
be empowered to express themselves clearly—to 
machines, and to the world.
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ENDNOTES

1  The projects described herein resulted from 
extensive collaborations with current and 
former doctoral students and postdoctoral 
fellows: Krzysztof Z. Gajos, Leah Findlater, 
Shaun K. Kane, Susumu Harada, Alex Jan-
sen, Jon Froehlich, and Mayank Goel. These 
researchers deserve much of the credit for 
the projects described.

2  Available at http://www.w3.org/TR/
UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/intro.
html#introduction-fourprincs-head. Ac-
cessed December 14, 2012.

3  For example, the Windows operating system 
exposes this setting on the mouse control 
panel, where users have a slider that produces 
values of 1 (low) to 20 (high). The default 
setting is 10. This slider value is not the same 
thing as a control-display gain of 10, but 
corresponds to a gain of about 5 (Wobbrock, 
Fogarty, Liu, Kimuro & Harada, 2009).
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4  If targets were to expand in visual-space only, 
they would pose no benefit whatsoever to 
pointing performance because motor-space 
would remain unchanged (Gutwin, 2002). 
Conventional “split-screen” screen magni-
fiers are visual-space-only magnifiers, and 
while they are useful to people with low 
vision, they provide no benefit to pointing 
performance.

5  Throughput is a combined speed-accuracy 
measure of pointing efficiency and is the 
primary descriptive measure produced by 
Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954; MacKenzie, 1992; 
MacKenzie & Isokoski, 2008; Soukoreff & 
MacKenzie, 2004; Wobbrock, Shinohara & 
Jansen, 2011b; Zhai, 2004).

6  The Angle Mouse software is available on its 
project page at http://depts.washington.edu/
aimgroup/proj/angle/. Accessed December 
14, 2012.

7  Technically, the study involved the use of 
the Visual-Motor-Magnifier, the labora-
tory design preceding the released Pointing 
Magnifier. The designs are the same but for 
an inset bubble cursor within the lens of the 
former, a mechanism requiring target-aware-
ness and omitted from the final Pointing 
Magnifier, which was target-agnostic. While 
the inset bubble cursor undoubtedly aids the 
technique somewhat, it is not expected that 
the findings would change for the Pointing 
Magnifier given the considerable benefits 
of magnification.

8  The Pointing Magnifier software is available 
on its project page at http://depts.washing-
ton.edu/aimgroup/proj/ptgmag/. Accessed 
December 14, 2012.

9  The Vocal Joystick software is available on 
its project page at http://ssli.ee.washington.
edu/vj/. Accessed December14, 2012.


